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How much do you know about 
CPA Evolution?

 Never heard of it
 Some surface knowledge, not spent much time to dig 

deeper
 Broad understanding of effort
 Have evaluated how it will impact our accounting 

program
 They call me an expert on CPA Evolution



What is CPA Evolution

The CPA Evolution initiative aims to transform the CPA
licensure model to recognize the rapidly changing skills and
competencies the practice of accounting requires today
and will require in the future. It is a joint effort of the
National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) and the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA).

Source:  AICPA Website
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Undergraduate Enrollment



Community College Enrollment



What is changing

The new core + disciplines licensure model starts 
with a deep and strong core in accounting, 
auditing, tax and technology that all candidates 
would be required to complete. 
Then, each candidate would choose a discipline in 
which to demonstrate deeper skills and 
knowledge.



What is changing



Source: AICPA Model Curriculum

50%

25%

25%



CPA Core content

 Accounting and Data Analytics
 Audit and Accounting Information Systems
 Tax



BAR Discipline



ISC Discipline



TCP Discipline



Commonly asked questions

 Which discipline should students select?
 Can a student take more than discipline?
 Can a student practice outside their CPA exam 

discipline?
 Will exam changes result in changes to State Boards’ 

education and licensure requirements?
 Will content covered by the current CPA Examination 

and curricula will be considered “core” under the new 
licensure model?



Transition Guidance
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Benefits of New Model
 Enhance public protection by producing candidates who have 

the deep knowledge necessary to perform high-quality work, 
meeting the needs of organizations, firms and the public.

 Builds accounting, auditing, tax and technology knowledge 
requirements into a robust common core.

 Reflects the realities of practice, requiring deeper proven 
knowledge in one of three disciplines that are pillars of the 
profession.

 Adaptive and flexible, helping to future-proof the CPA as the 
profession continues to evolve.

 Results in one CPA license.



Available Resources

 Model Curriculum
 Practice Analysis and CPA Exam Blueprint ED
 AICPA FAQ
 AICPA Critical Thinking
 CPA Evolution website
 CPA Preparation Services



Model Curriculum & Blueprint



Model Curriculum Example



Major changes

Source: CPA Evolution Model Curriculum FAQs



Recommended steps to implement 
model curriculum

 Review the modules and topics in the CPA Evolution 
Model Curriculum – Identify gaps

 Consider your program’s objectives and strategy in light 
of available resources

 After identifying the modules and topics program will 
prioritize, seek ways to build them into existing courses

 Consider whether new courses will be necessary and 
begin the approval process

Source: CPA Evolution Model Curriculum FAQs



Example Curriculum

Source:  CPA Evolution Model Curriculum



Importance of Critical Thinking



Critical Thinking



5 Stages of Adult Cognitive Development



Proposed Exam Design



Distribution of Skills Levels



Example Blueprint



How Prepared Are We



Gap Analysis



Gap Analysis



Gap Analysis



Gap Analysis



Open questions

 Should we recommend students take CPA in late 2023 
or wait until 2024?

 Should students change sequence of taking parts of CPA 
exam?

 Will the disciplines be equally as difficult?



Impact on academia

 Undergraduate 
 Graduate
 Community Colleges
 4-Year Institutions



Where do you go from here?



Next Steps

 Begin now
 Identify student learning objectives
 Develop curriculum map with faculty
 Decide pathway forward
 Communicate with students



Available resources

https://www.evolutionofcpa.org/



Available resources



Next steps



Next steps



Possible Program Questions
 How does our current curriculum cover the proposed 

blueprint?
 What topics do you want to cover in addition to CPA 

exam topics?
 Are you going to prepare students for all disciplines?
 Should we team with another program to provide 

coverage of CPA exam?
 How can we add more critical thinking and professional 

judgment into curriculum?
 What can be removed from the curricilium?



Contact Information:
D. Scott Showalter
dsshowal@ncsu.edu
919.513.0526
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